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Using a simple model of strong-field ionization of atoms that generalizes the well-known 3-step model from 1-D to 3-D, we show that the experimental photoelectron angular distributions resulting from laser ionization of xenon and argon display prominent structures that correspond to electrons that pass by their parent ion more than once before strongly scattering. The shape of these structures can be associated with the specific number of times the electron is driven past its parent ion in the laser field before scattering. Furthermore, a careful analysis of the cutoff energy of the structures allows us to experimentally measure the distance between the electron and ion at the moment of tunnel ionization. This work provides new physical insight into how atoms ionize in strong laser fields and has implications for further efforts to extract atomic and molecular dynamics from strong-field physics.
When an atom or molecule is illuminated with a moderately intense femtosecond laser field (\(\sim 10^{14} \text{ W/cm}^2\)), an electron wavepacket will tunnel-ionize and accelerate in the field before being turned around by the field and returning to the parent ion. The returning electron can either recombine with the parent ion, releasing its kinetic energy as a high-energy photon [1–3], or elastically scatter from the potential of the ion. The photons and electrons generated by these strong-field processes have the potential to probe the dynamic structure of molecules and materials on the sub-nanometer length scale and femtosecond-to-attosecond time scale. Several recent papers have suggested that structures seen in angle-dependent photoelectron spectra may be useful for determining time-resolved molecular structures [4], characterizing attosecond electron wavepackets [5], and studying the dynamics of electron wavepacket propagation [6]. However, despite extensive analyses [7–11], many features observed in angle-resolved photoelectron spectra still lack a simple physical explanation.

The recent development of mid-infrared (mid-IR) femtosecond lasers [12] and angle-resolved detection schemes [13] has enabled new advances in visualizing strong-field physics. Electrons that are ionized in a mid-IR laser field reach higher velocities because of the larger ponderomotive energy, given by \(U_p \propto I \lambda^2\), where \(I\) is the intensity and \(\lambda\) is the wavelength. The possibility of harnessing the high-energy electrons that are first ionized and then driven back to a molecule by a strong laser field has inspired several theoretical and experimental efforts to use strong field ionization to probe molecular structure [4,14–16]. Recently, Huismans and coworkers [17] used 7 µm mid-IR lasers, in combination with angle-resolved detection, to observe angular interference structures in the photoelectron spectra. They presented a theoretical model that explains these structures based on the difference in phase between the two different paths that electrons can take to reach the same final momentum, one of which involves a laser-driven re-collision of the electron with the ion. In other work, Blaga and coworkers [18] irradiated atoms and molecules with 1.7–3.4 µm lasers and discovered an unexpected spike in the (non-angle-resolved) photoelectron energy spectrum that they refer to as the low-energy structure. Subsequent papers [19–22] proposed various interpretations, but all agree that this low-energy structure arises from the rescattering of electrons by the parent ion.

In this work, we develop an intuitive model for understanding strong-field ionization as a simple superposition of plane and spherical photoelectron waves. This approach generalizes the standard 3-step model of strong field ionization that has provided crucial physical insight into
strong field ionization [23,24] and high-harmonic generation [25,26]. We use this model to show that new interference structures, which we observe in the experimental photoelectron angular distributions generated by mid-IR lasers, are created by electron trajectories that scatter from the parent ion after passing by the ion several times. The quantum phase accumulated by the electrons during their oscillatory path between ionization and rescattering is directly imprinted onto the photoelectron angular distribution. Thus, the shape and spacing of the interference structures directly correspond to the specific number of times the electron re-encounters its parent ion before scattering strongly. Through an analysis of the energy cutoff of these newly observed structures, we show that when an atom is ionized by an intense laser field, the electron emerges at a finite distance from its parent ion. This distance corresponds to the far side of the quantum tunneling barrier. Our simple model allows us to uncover valuable physical insight into strong-field electron dynamics and provides an explanation for many of the features previously seen in experimental photoelectron distributions.

Our experimental apparatus consists of an ultrafast 30 fs Ti:sapphire laser and a velocity-map imaging photoelectron spectrometer. Nonlinear crystals and an optical parametric amplifier generate ultrafast pulses with wavelengths spanning 0.26 to 2 µm and durations of 40 fs. Spectra were recorded at various wavelengths between 0.26 and 2.0 µm, with intensities ranging from $5 \times 10^{13}$ to $5 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$ for xenon and argon gas. For driving wavelengths between 0.39 and 2.0 µm, we observe interference structures aligned along the laser polarization axis (Fig. 1a). Huismans and coworkers [17] observed these structures and interpreted them in terms of an interference between laser-driven electron trajectories that re-collide with the ion and electron trajectories that do not. In this paper, we refer to these angular features as “spider structures” because of their resemblance to the body and legs of a spider. For driving laser wavelengths of 1.3 and 2 µm, we observe additional “inner spider” structures (Fig. 1b) at low final momenta that have more closely spaced fringes. Unlike other low-energy angular structures reported in the literature [27–29], these inner spider structures remain remarkably robust to changes in the intensity of the driving laser.

To physically interpret both the inner and primary spider structures, we begin with the three-step (recollision) model of strong-field HHG, which starts with tunneling ionization of an electron from the neutral atom in the presence of a strong laser field (Fig. 1c). Next, the electron moves under the influence of the driving field, first being accelerated away from the parent ion
and then driven back towards it (Fig. 1d). Depending on the phase of the laser field when the electron tunnels, the electron may return to the vicinity of the parent ion, or it may drift away. Huismans and coworkers showed that the spider structures can be reproduced by assuming that electrons born with low transverse momentum can scatter elastically from the ion (Fig. 1e), a method referred to as the “generalized strong-field approximation” (GSFA) [17].

The plane-spherical wave (PSW) model (Fig. 2) further simplifies the GSFA model to its essential physics by treating the revisiting electrons as a simple plane wave and the rescattered electrons as a spherical wave. In the PSW model, the only thing that needs to be calculated is the spatial modulation frequency of the plane and spherical waves on the detector, i.e., the dependence of the phase of the electron on the final momentum. In the Lewenstein model [26,30], the phase of an ionized electron is $e^{-iS/\hbar}$, where $S$ is the semiclassical action, given by

$$S(p, t, t_b) = \int_{t_b}^{t} \left( \frac{p(t')^2}{2m_e} + I_p \right) dt', \quad (1)$$

where $I_p$ is the ionization potential of the atom or molecule, $m_e$ is the mass of the electron, $t_b$ is the time the electron tunnels into the continuum, and $p(t')$ is the momentum. Thus, the probability of observing an electron at some position on the detector can be found by integrating all of the classical trajectories that reach the same final momentum and adding them coherently. In practice, Eq. 1 need only be integrated up until the time when the electron rescatters from the ion, after which both electrons take identical paths to the detector. In the PSW model, the situation is further simplified because the calculation can be completed in just one dimension: along the component of electron momentum in the direction of the laser polarization direction ($P_\parallel$). By plotting the action versus $P_\parallel$ (Fig. 3b), we can estimate the modulation frequency as the slope of this line. This modulation frequency, in turn, determines the spacing of the interference fringes in the spider structure.

This simple procedure generates interference patterns that quantitatively reproduce the spacing and shape of the spider structures seen in experimental data. As shown Fig. 1a, the predicted minima are in excellent agreement with the experimentally observed interference minima. This agreement is achieved with no fitting parameters – the structures are generated from first principles with minimal computational effort. The calculation requires only the wavelength and intensity of the driving laser and the ionization potential of the atom.
Importantly, the overall shape and spacing of the spider structures do not depend strongly on the structure of the atom or molecule. Nevertheless, the PSW model suggests that structural information will be encoded in the momentum-dependent ratio between the plane wave and the spherical wave.

In addition to reproducing the primary spider structures, the PSW model also offers a simple explanation for the inner spider structures. By examining the classical electron trajectories (Fig. 3a), it is clear that trajectories that arrive at the detector with low final momenta correspond to electrons that are ionized near the peak of the laser field and can by driven past their parent ion more than once. Subsequent revisits of the ionized electron to the core take place with lower velocities, making scattering more likely. The PSW model allows us to easily compute the spacing of the spider structures that would result from scattering on the first, second, third, or subsequent revisit and compare this spacing to the experimental photoelectron angular distribution (Fig. 3f). By carefully measuring the spacing of the inner spider structure in the experimental photoelectron spectra and comparing these measurements with the results of the simple PSW model (Fig. 1g), we conclude that scattering on the second-to-last re-encounter (we observe scattering on the second revisit) plays the most significant role. A classical analysis of the electron trajectories (Fig. 3a) also predicts that there will be a sharp cutoff between electron trajectories that scatter from the ion on the first revisit and those that scatter on a subsequent revisit. The calculated spacing of the spider structure inside the first boundary (Fig. 3f) is approximately half the frequency of that outside, in good agreement with experiment (Fig. 3c).

The cutoff energies for various numbers of revisits can be easily calculated using classical mechanics (Figs. 3c–f). If we assume that electrons tunnel at $x = 0$, then electrons with kinetic energy greater than 0.09 $U_p$ will revisit only once, electrons with energy between 0.09 and 0.06 $U_p$ will revisit three times (scattering on the second revisit), and electrons with energy less than 0.06 $U_p$ will revisit five or more times (scattering on the fourth, or subsequent even-numbered revisit). However, the predicted position of the cutoff is slightly lower than that observed in the experimental photoelectron spectra unless the finite tunnel distance is taken into account. The tunnel distance results from the fact that electrons will tunnel into the continuum at a finite distance from the atom. This distance is dictated by the strength of the electric field and the ionization potential of the species (Fig. 4a). At the peak of a laser field of intensity $5 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$, the tunnel distance is on the order of 5 Å for most atoms. If this finite tunnel
distance is considered, the classical boundaries move to slightly higher energies, and are in better agreement with the experimental data (Fig. 4b, and Supplemental Material). To our knowledge, this is the first example where the finite tunnel distance inherent in strong-field ionization can be extracted from an experimental observable.

In conclusion, by generalizing the well-known 3-step strong field ionization model from 1-D to 3-D using a simple plane-spherical wave model, we can intuitively explain the experimental photoelectron angular distributions of atoms ionized in strong laser fields. We show that new low-energy features display clear signatures that an electron can pass by its parent ion more than once before strongly scattering from it. Furthermore, the data show that when an atom is ionized by an intense laser, the electron emerges at a finite distance from its parent ion that corresponds to the far side of the quantum tunneling barrier. These new observations and physical explanations will inform future studies that seek to extract femtosecond-resolved structural information from strong-field ionization.
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FIG 1. (a) The photoelectron angular distribution resulting from the ionization of argon gas with a 1300 nm, 7.5 x $10^{13}$ W/cm², 40 fs laser pulse. The primary spider structure (minima shown with white lines) results from the interference between directly ionized electrons and those that are driven back to scatter from the Coulomb potential. (b) The newly observed inner structure (minima shown with red lines) results from electron trajectories that scatter from the Coulomb potential on their second re-encounter with the ion and the interfere with unscattered trajectories. (a – e) Simple laser-driven electron dynamics during ionization explain the primary and inner spider structures.
FIG 2. The plane-spherical wave model (PSW). The superposition of a plane wave (a) and a spherical wave (b) generates an interference pattern (c) that has the same shape as the spider structures. The phase of the plane wave is given by $\phi_{\text{plane}}$, while the phase of the spherical wave is given by $\phi_{\text{spherical}}$, where $\hbar$ is the momentum parallel to the laser polarization, $\hbar \mathbf{P}$ is the total momentum, and $\omega$ is the modulation frequency of the plane and spherical waves. Only the real part of the complex wave is shown in panels (a) and (b) while $P_\perp$ is shown in panel (c). (d) The minima of the spider structure calculated using the plane spherical model (white lines) match the experimental data across a broad range of wavelengths and intensities (shown: 1300 nm, 5 x $10^{13}$ W/cm², 40 fs driving laser).
FIG 3. (a) Depending on when an electron tunnels, it will be driven past the ion a specific number of times. (b) Quantum phase obtained by integrating each electron trajectory from when it is born to when it revisits the ion for the second-to-last time versus the final momentum parallel to the laser polarization. The frequency of the plane and spherical waves is given by the slope of this graph. The “steps” at low momenta correspond to regions of multiple rescattering. (c) Experimental photoelectron distribution from argon ionized by a 1.3 µm, 7.5 x 10^{13} W/cm^2 laser shows a clear boundary between the high momentum region (one revisit) and the low-momentum region where scattering can take place during a subsequent revisit. (d) Photoelectron distribution from xenon using a 2.0 µm, 5 x 10^{13} W/cm^2 laser displays two boundaries that correspond to the second and forth revisits. (e) TDSE calculations reproduce the low-momenta structures in xenon. (f) Single-cycle PSW model, including scattering on the first revisit (outer spiders) as well as the second and forth revisits (inner spider structures).
FIG 4. (a) In the presence of a strong laser field ($5 \times 10^{13} \text{ W/cm}^2$), the atomic Coulomb potential is deformed, enabling tunnel ionization. (b) By examining the classical equations of motion, we plot the theoretical cutoff between trajectories that revisit the ion once and those that rescatter several times (lines). If the tunnel distance is included, the theoretically predicted multiple rescattering cutoffs agree with the experimentally observed cutoffs (points). The experimental intensity was calibrated from the cutoff. The error in the energy of the multiple rescattering cutoff was assumed to be 0.02 atomic units of momentum.